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The Lotka-Volterra model with carrying capacity at the prey and time delay in 
the equation concerning the predator is considered. The time delay is taken into 
consideration by an integral with the weight function a exp(-at). It is shown that 
under certain conditions imposed upon the parameters of the system a supercritical 
Hopf bifurcation takes place at a certain value a, of a and the bifurcating closed 
paths are orbitally asymptotically stable for values of a below a,. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Lotka-Volterra model with carrying capacity K > 0 at the prey 
assumes the form 
k = EN( 1 - N/K) - aNP = cN( I- N/K - Pa/c), 
k = -yP + ,BPN = -(y - pN)P. 
(1) 
Here N is the population density of prey, P the population density of 
predator, E > 0 the specific growth rate of prey at zero density in absence of 
predators, y > 0 the specific mortality of predator in absence of prey, a > 0 
the rate of predation per predator, /? > 0 the rate of conversion of prey into 
predator, and the overdot means differentiation with respect to time t. 
We get a more realistic model if in the equation concerning the growth of 
predator population we take into account the density of the prey in the past 
(instead of relying only on the instantaneous density). This can be done 
following Volterra, Cushing [2], and in particular, MacDonald [5-71 by 
replacing N in the second equation of (1) by 
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where G(t) = a exp(--at), a > 0, is a kind of weight function satisfying 
G(t - t) dr = G(s) ds = 1. 
--co 
It is clear that the smaller “a” is the larger is the time interval in the past in 
which the values of N are taken into account. 
Thus, (1) is replaced by the integro-differential equation 
I? = cN( 1 - N/K - Pa/&), 
r; = -yP + /?P jr N(t) G(t - t) dr. 
-co 
(2) 
However, it can easily be shown that (2) is equivalent to the three- 
dimensional ordinary differential system 
N = EN( 1 - N/K) - aNP, 
P = -yP + /?PQ, (3) 
Q=Q(N+), 
where l/a is “the measure of the influence of the past.” Introducing the 
“dimensionless” vector (n, p, q) and “dimensionless time” s by N = Kn, 
P = Kp, Q = Kq, t = S/E, system (3) is transformed into 
ri = n( 1 - n) - npaK/c, 
ri = -PYIE f pqKpI&, 
4 = (n - q)a/c, 
(4) 
where the overdot, this time and from now on, denotes differentiation with 
respect to s. 
System (4) has three equilibria. The origin (0, 0,O) which is unstable and 
of no interest. The point (1, 0, 1) which is asymptotically stable if y/Kp > 1 
and unstable if y/K,Ll < 1, the former condition meaning that the limiting 
value of prey density K and the rate of conversion of prey into predator p are 
not large enough to support the predator population which, eventually, dies 
out. The third equilibrium is 
(no, po, qo) = (Y/K/$ (1 - YIKP) &/aK, y/K8 
which is in the positive octant of n, p, q space iff 
YIKP ( 1. (5) 
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This condition means that the time-dependent specific growth rate of the 
predator is positive, at least, when N (in the second equation of (1)) or Q (in 
the second equation of (3)) assumes the value K. We have seen that this 
implies that (4) has no asymptotically stable equilibrium except, possibly, 
(no, POT 40). 
In order to check the stability of (no, po, qo) we linearize system (4) at 
this point. The coefficient matrix is 
and the characteristic equation assumes the form 
A3 + (y/K/l + a/c) A* + Aya/KpE + (1 - y/K/?)ay/&* = 0. (6) 
By Routh-Hurwitz criteria this is a stable polynomial iff (5) holds and 
(Y/M + al~)yalKPE > (1 - ylKIJbyl~27 
i.e., iff besides (5) we have 
a?KP-y-yyE/KP. 
If the right-hand side of this inequality is negative or zero which taking into 
account (5) roughly means that the specific. growth rate E of prey is large 
enough then (no, po, qo) is asymptotically stable for all positive “a.” 
A more interesting situation arises if 
K/?-y-yc/Kp>O. (7) 
In this case the equilibrium is losing its stability at the positive value 
a,=K/l-y-y&/K/l (8) 
as “a” decreases, i.e., the influence of the past increases. Note that (7) 
implies (5). This is an instance of the rule of thumb according to which the 
increase of time lag has a destabilizing effect. 
Several authors (Cushing [2], MacDonald [5-71, Worz-Busekros [ 111, 
Dai [3], etc.) have studied the problem of what happens after the equilibrium 
has lost its stability. There are now results (see the papers cited above) 
concerning the arise of periodic solutions. The results have been achieved by 
applying either the Hopf bifurcation theorem [4,8] or other ad hoc methods. 
However, the stability of the bifurcating closed orbits seems to be an open 
question. 
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In Section 2 we are going to show that the conditions of the Hopf bifur- 
cation theorem are satisfied at a,. In Section 3 the problem of the stability of 
the bifurcating periodic solutions will be reduced to two dimensions applying 
the center manifold theorem [ 10,8]. In Section 4 applying the method of 
Negrini-Salvadori [9] we are going to show that under certain conditions 
imposed upon the parameters occurring in (4) the bifurcation is supercritical 
and the bifurcating closed paths are attractive. 
2. THE BIFURCATION OF THE EQUILIBRIUM INTO CLOSED ORBITS 
Introducing the notation b = l/KB, (7) assumes the form 
1 - yb - y&b2 > 0 (7’) 
and the value (8) is expressed by 
a, = (1 - yb - ycb2)/b. (8’) 
Throughout this paper (7’) will be assumed and this, as we have mentioned 
earlier, implies (5), i.e., 1 - yb > 0. At the value a = a, the characteristic 
polynomial (6) assumes the form 
/I3 + (l/be - Y/E) 1’ + A( 1 - yb - y&b2)y/c 
+ (1 - yb)( 1 - yb - ysb2)y/bc2 
= (A’ + (1 - yb - ycb*)y/c)(A + (1 - yb)/be). 
The eigenvalues are 
&,(a,,) = -( 1 - yb)/bc 
which is negative and A,,,(Q) = fiw, where 
w = ((1 - yb - ycb2)y/c)“2 > 0. (9) 
We face the classical Hopf bifurcation situation and to check the validity of 
the Hopf theorem we have but determine the derivative with respect o “a” of 
the real part of the smooth extension of the root Ai( Let us denote by 
J,(u) the root of (6) that assumes the value ice at a, and by 
F(A, a) = A3 + (yb + U/E) A2 + ;luyb/c + (1 - yb)yu/e2 
the characteristic polynomial in (6) as a function of the parameter “a.” Since 
w ,G-d9 %I = F( iw, a,) = 0 and io is a simple root of the polynomial 
F(& a,), the smooth function A, is uniquely determined by F(n,(u), a) = 0, 
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A,(a,) = io. We are going to determine the derivative of the implicit function 
A, at uO: 
A;(a,) = -FA(io, a,)/F~(iw, a,) 
= yb2 (yb + iw)(2yb( 1 - yb - @*) + i2w( 1 - yb)) 
4y2b2(1 - yb - y&b)2 + 4w2(1 - yb)2 * 
Hence we set 
d Re 4@,) = Re dWo) yb2 1 - yb - y&b2 -=-- 
da da 2 &ybZ(1-yb-y&b2)+ (1 -yb)2 
< 0. 
If the bifurcation parameter 
/I = l/u - I/u,, 4P> = a,/(1 + UoPu) (10) 
is introduced in system (4) we see that the equilibrium (n,, p,,, qo) is 
asymptotically stable for negative values of ,U and is losing its stability at 
,D = 0. Obviously, 
dRe4Mpu)) =u (1 - yb - y&P)3 
& 2 &Yb2( 1 - yb - y&P) + (1 - yb)2 
> 0. 
&A=0 
The facts established about the behaviour of the eigenvalues mean that the 
conditions of the Hopf bifurcation theorem hold (apart, for the time being, of 
the conditions of stability of the bifurcating closed orbits). 
In what follows we are going to establish that under certain conditions 
(no, po, qo) is a 3-attractor [9] (a “vague attractor” in the terminology of 
[8]), thus, the bifurcation is supercritical and the bifurcating closed orbits 
are orbitally asymptotically stable. This means that system (4) has attractive 
periodic solutions for small positive values of p, i.e., for values of “a” which 
are less than a, but not too far from it. Expressing the same fact in other 
words, the stable stationary population densities of predator and prey 
disappear when the measure of the influence of the past surpasses the value 
l/u,, and the population densities begin to oscillate periodically and stably 
around their respective former constant values. Acceding to the Hopf 
theorem the period of the oscillation is approximately 27c/w in s and 27r/s0~ 
in t. 
3. REDUCTION OF THE SYSTEM TO THE CENTER MANIFOLD 
To start with we move the origin into the point (no, po, qo) by the coor- 
dinate transformation 
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x = n - n, = n - yb, y=p--P,=p---&Cl -@I, 
z = q - q,, = q - yb. 
Performing at the same time the parameter transformation (10) we get the 
following system equivalent to (4) 
f = (x + yb)( 1 - x - yb) - (x + yb)( y + (1 - yb)c/aK)aK/c, 
P = -(y + (1 - yb)E/aK)y/c + (Y + (1 - yb)+K)(z + yb)/eb, 
i = (x - Z)Ug/E( 1 + a, p), 
or 
1= -xyb - yayKb/e - x2 - xyaK/e, 
j = z( 1 - yb)/aKb + yz/cb, 
i = (x - Z)U()/&( 1+ a&u). 
At ,u = 0 (i.e., a = a,) the system assumes the form 
1= -xyb - yayKb/s - x2 - xyaK/&, 
(11) 
i, = z(1 - yb)/aKb + yz/cb, 
i = x( 1 - yb - cyb=)/cb - z( 1 - yb - eyb=)/cb. 
(12) 
Now, to apply the center manifold theorem in the form given in [lo], in 
principle we have to attach the differential equation b = 0 to (11). Then the 
center manifold will be an invariant attractive three-dimensional manifold in 
x, y, z, p space passing through the origin of this space and tangent there to 
the three-dimensional eigenspace corresponding to the eigenvalues +iw and 
zero. (The latter comes in view of the fourth equation b = 0). In order to 
perform the stability analysis we have to determine this manifold explicitly, 
restrict the system of differential equations to the manifold, and in particular, 
study the nature of the origin on its p = 0 section. Instead of doing so we are 
going to determine the ,u = 0 section directly and consider the restriction of 
the system taken at the parameter value p = 0, i.e., system (12), to this 
section. 
First, system (12) will be transformed to an appropriate form introducing 
a coordinate system based on the eigenvectors of the coefficient matrix of the 
linearized system. The eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues &(a,), 
A,,,(4 = *iw are 
so = col[y2b2/W2, t/aK, -11, 
s 1,2 = col[l, 0, I] f icol[yb/w, -(l - yb)/waKb, 01, 
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respectively. Introducing s0 and the real and the imaginary parts of s, as a 
new base we perform the coordinate transformation 
col[x, y,zl= Tcol[x,,x,,x,l, 
where the matrix of the coordinate transformation is 
1 yblo y2b2/co2 
T= 0 -(l - yb)/waKb &/aK . 
1 0 -1 1 
In the new coordinates (12) assumes the form 
i, = wx2 + WC-~(1 - yb) U,(x,, x2, ~3) + WAX,, x2, x3>>, 
i2 = --wxI t W(-we2bU,(x,, x2, x3) - ~(1 + (yb/o)2) U,(x,, x2, x,)), 
4 = -41 - #Y&b + W--~(l - $1 U,(x,, ~2, ~3) t ybU,(x,, x2  x3)>, 
(13) 
where 
W = w’/y(( 1 - yb)2 f c202b2), 
U,(x, , ~2, x3) = x; t x:((yb/o)2 - yb( 1 - yb)/w2cb) 
+ x:NW44 t WM2) + x, x,(2yb/o - (1 - yb)/web) 
t xzxj(2(yb/w)3 + yb/o - (yb/w)2( 1 - yb)/wsb) 
+ x, x,(‘W/42 + 11, 
U2(x,,x2,x3) = -x,x,(1 - yb)/ob + &x1x3 t x2x3(1 - yb)/wb - EX;. 
Now we determine approximately the ,D = 0 section of the center manifold, 
M which is characterized by the conditions that it is tangent to the x,, x2 
plane at the origin (the eigenspace corresponding to the eigenvalues fiw) 
and is locally invariant with respect to the flow of system (13). Thus, we 
may assume its equation in the form x3 = h(x,, x2) with the conditions 
h(0, 0) = h:i(O, 0) = 0 (i = 1, 2) h E Ck, for arbitrary fixed positive integer k 
which we choose to be larger than 3. 
Set h:,(x,, x2) = h,,x, + hi2x2 t O(lxl’), where i = 1, 2, x = [x,, x2], 
h,, = h,, . Then 
h(x,,x,) = #q,x: t 2h,,x,x, + h,,x3 + 0(1x1-‘). 
If (x,(s), x2(s), x3(s)) is a solution of (13) near the origin with a value on A4 
then it stays locally in M, i.e., 
x3(s) = W,(s), x*(s)). 
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As a consequence, 
i,(s) - qxl(s), x*(s)) i,(s) - h:$mI x*(s)) h(s) = 0, (14) 
i.e., using (13) we get the identity 
-h(x,,x,)(l -@l/&b + W-Q1 - 1/6) U1(x,,x2,h(x,,x,)) 
+ YbU2(-%3 x23 01, x2)) - (h,,x, + h,zxz + O(l4’>)W2 + O(l4’>> 
- (&X, + hzzx, + o(lx12>)(-oxl + O(lxl’)> = 0. 
Omitting terms of order at least three 
(h ,,x; + 2h,,x,x, + h,,x;)(l - yb)/2sb 
+ Iv&( 1 - yb)(xf + x:((yb/w)2 - y( 1 - yb)/w2@ 
+ xi X2(2Yb/W - (1 - yb)/osb)) 
+ ~1x2 Wy(l - yb)/w + mh,,x,x, + wh,,x: 
- coh,,x; - coh,,x,x, = 0. 
Equating the coefficients with zero we get 
(1 - yb) h,, - 2wcbh,, = -2s2bW(1 - yb), 
w2&bh,,+o(l-yb)h,2-o2&bh22=-W(l-yb)(2&2yb2-&(1-yb)+&yb), 
2w3cbh,, + ~‘(1 - yb) h,, = -2W41 - yb)(q2b3 - yb(1 - yb)). 
This system can be solved uniquely for hi,. One gets 
h 
11 
= _ 2We3b2(u2 + yb(2 - yb)) 
4u2c2b2 + (1 - yb)2 ’ 
42 = 
W( 1 - yb) e(-4c2y2b4 + (1 - yb)(2cyb2 + 1 - 2yb) 
o(4m2c2b2 + (1 - yb)2) 3 
h 
22 
= 2Ws2yb2(1 - yb)(l + 2&b) 
4cu2c2b2 + (1 - yb)2 ’ 
In order to restrict system (13) to the p = 0 section M of the center 
manifold the new coordinates yi = xi, y, = x2, y, = x3 - h(x, , x2) are to be 
introduced. In this coordinate system the equation of M is y, = 0, i.e., M is 
the “yi, y, plane.” By this coordinate transformation system (13) goes into 
31= WY, + W--EU - #I U,(Y, 3 ~2, ~3 + NY, 9 ~2)) 
+ W,(y, 3 ~2, ~3 + W, 9 ~,I)19 
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J4 = -WY1 + W[--OEZW(Y, 9 Y,, Y, + KY, > v2)> 
- 41 + (Yw*) ~*bJ,, Y29 Y3 + h(Y, 9 Y*))l, 
ji3 = . ..* 
Restricting the system to M we have to write y, = 0 everywhere and take 
into account that j13 = 0 (see (14)). Thus, omitting the last insignificant 
equation and writing in the expressions for Ui we get the two-dimensional 
system 
9, = uy, + W[-&(l - yb)y; - &(l - yb)((yb/w)2 - yb(1 - yb)/w*&b)y; 
+ y, y,(l - 2yb - 2eyb2)(l - Yb)/Ub] 
+ Wh( Y, 3 Y,)[(-2~(y~l4* - E + 2~Y&4Q4* + 2M) Y, 
+ .v,(l - ~W+J)* - Eb + y&l - yb)/w2)(1 - yb)y/w] + O(ly14) 
p* = -coy1 + W[- wc*by; - m*b((yb/w)* - yb(1 - yb)/w*cb) y; 
+ ((1 - @I(1 + W/4* + Eb)lb - 2E*yb*)y,y,] 
+ wh(y, > y,)[-(2(yb142 &b + Eb + 1 + (W42) w&YY, 
- we2b(2(yb/o)3 + yb/w - (yb/w)*( 1 - yb)/web 
+ (1 - yb)/we*b* + (yb/o)*(l - yb)/os*b*) y2] + O(ly14). (15) 
4. THE STABILITY OF THE BIFURCATING CLOSED ORBITS 
The two-dimensional system (15) is the restriction of system (13) to the 
p = 0 section of the center manifold. The bifurcation is supercritical, i.e., 
closed orbits occur for small positive values of p and the bifurcating closed 
orbits are attractive if the origin of the yl, y2 plane is a 3-attractor (a vague 
attractor) of system (15). To establish the conditions under which this is true 
we are going to apply the method of Negrini-Salvadori [9]. An alternative 
possibility would be the application of the method of Bautin (see [ 1, p. 2621). 
According to the method quoted a Lyapunov function is assumed in the 
form 
VY,, Y*)= Y: + Y: +A(y,, Y2> +B(y,, Y*>, 
where A and B are homogeneous polynomials of order three and four, 
respectively, 
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The.coeffkients ai and bi are to be determined such a way that the derivative 
of V with respect o system (15), 
li(mh ~2) = W: + u:>’ + O(l~l’). (16) 
This G is uniquely determined, and if it turns out to be negative the origin of 
the y, , y2 plane is a 3-attractor of system (15). 
The derivative on the left-hand side of (16) is 
If we substitute iti, pz from the system (15) we get an enormous 
expression which starts with terms of order three in y,, y,. First, the coef- 
ficients ui, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, can be determined such a way that the third order 
terms vanish in this expression. The values for which this happens are 
a, = 2W(-1 t 3yb - 2y2b2 t 2y2c2b4 t ~*b2c02)/3c02b, 
a2 = -2 WE( 1 - yb)/co, 
a3 = 2 Wc2b((yb/w)* - yb( 1 - yb)/co*&b), 
a4 = 2W((l - yb)(w* t y*b*) - 2c02c2yb3)/3c03b. 
Second, we get the conditions for bi that ensure the validity of (16) by 
equating corresponding coefficients on the left- and right-hand sides of (16). 
The following system of equations is obtained 
w(4b, - 26,) = c,, 
w(2b, - 4b,) = c2, 
wb,tG=R, 
-3wb, + 306, t 2G = S, 
-ob,tG=T, 
where c, and c2 are known constants, and 
(17) 
R = 2&( W/w)2[&3b2(w2 t yb(2 - yb))(2y2b2(l - yb) 
t ~‘(1 - 2yb))/(4c02c2b2 t (1 - yb)*) 
- (1 - yb)(-1 t 3yb - 2y2b2 t 2y2c2b4)/b] 
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T= 2(N/o$[-yb(1 - yb)(l + 2sb)(y3&*bs 
+ (1 - yb)(J + yzb2))/(409E2b2 + (1 - yb)2) 
+ (1 - yb)(J( 1 - Eb) + y2b2) - 2CA2yb3] 
s = (2W2&( 1 - yb)/W2(402&2b2 + (1 - yb)2))[ (y( 1 - yb)(w2 - yZ&b3)/02 
- &(U2 + yb( 1 + y&b2)))(-4yZ&%4 + (1 - yb)(2yeb2 + 1 - 2yb)) 
+ &2b((W2 + y2b2)(w2 + yb(2 - yb) t Y4&b5( 1+ 2&b) 
- (2y3b3(1 - yb) t ybw’(1 - 2yb))(l t 2&b))] 
+ (2W’~(l - yb)/w’b)[-3 t 9yb - 6y2b2 t 2y2c2b4 t 4ysb2 
- 7y2cb3 - c2b2c02 - 3ebo2 + 6ye3b402/(1 - yb)]. 
It is clear that the first two equations of (17) can be solved independently of 
the last three and there are infinitely many b, , b,, b, satisfying them. On the 
other hand, the last three equations have a unique solution (b,, b,, G) since 
the determinant of their coeffkients is 7w2 # 0. We are not interested in the 
values of the bi only in the sign of G. Therefore we multiply the third and the 
fifth equation by 3 and add them to the fourth. We get 8G = 3(R t T) + S. 
Hence, 
8Gw2/2W2c = (3R + 3Tt S)02/2W2c = (4w2c2b2 t (1 - yb)2)-’ @, 
(18) 
where 
@= (1 - yb)[3yc2b2w2(1 f 2sb)(l - 2yb)+ 6y3e2b4(1 -yb)(l +2&b) 
- 3ysb(l + 2cb)(y3c2b5 + (1 - yb)(w2 t y2b2)) 
t yeb(02 + y2b2)(1 - yb)(l + 2&b) 
t c’b(l + 2cb)(y4&b5 - 2y3b3(1 - yb) - ybw2(1 - 2yb)) 
+ (~(1 - yb)(w2 - y2eb3)/co2 - c(co2 + yb(1 + yeb2))) 
x (-4y2c2b4 t (1 - yb)(2yeb’ + 1 - 2yb))] 
= (1 - yb)l(l + 2cb)(-2y2b(l - yb)2 
- 2y2sb2(-(1 - 2yb)(l - yb - ycb2) - 2ysb2(1 - yb) 
+ y2c2b4)) - (y3sb3(l - yb)/02 + ycb( 1 - yb) t y2c2b3) 
x ((1 - yb)(l - 2yb) + 2yeb2(1 - yb - 2ycb2))]. 
Though the formula for @ is lengthy, the value of the expression (18) can 
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exactly be determined. Summing up the results we have got up to now, we 
have 
THEOREM 1. If a, = I@ - y - ye/I@ is positive and expression (18) is 
negative (resp. positive) then there exists a 6 > 0 such that for each a E 
(a,, - 6, a,) (resp. a E (a,, a, + 6)) system (3) has an unique attractive (resp. 
repulsive) closed orbit which is not a point in a certain neighbourhood of 
(No, f’,, Qd = (Y/P, (1 - Y/WQ& Y/P>. (19) 
ProoJ: The theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.3 in [9]. 
Theorem 1 gives “almost a sufficient and necessary” condition for the 
existence of attractive closed orbits. Only the critical case when (18) is zero 
remains undetermined. In spite of this and the fact that (18) is given in terms 
containing nothing but the parameters of system (3), Theorem 1 is difficult 
to apply because of the length of the formula. In practical situations when 
the parameters are given up to certain errors the sign of (18) may turn out to 
be unreliable. Therefore, we are going to give less sharp but considerably 
simpler sufficient conditions for the negativity of (18), i.e., the stability of the 
bifurcating closed orbits. In the following theorem we are giving sufficient 
conditions under which @ is negative. 
THEOREM 2. If 
1 - 3y/Kb - 3ys/Kzp2 > 0, 1 - y/Kp - 2$/K3p3 > 0, (20) 
then a,=KP--y-ye/K/3>0, (18) is negative and, as a consequence, there 
exists a 6 > 0 such that for each a E (a, - 6, a,) system (3) has an unique 
attractive closed orbit which is not a point in a certain neighbourhood of 
W, 3 P, > QJ = (r//-t (1 - Y/KP)EI~, Y/P). 
Proof. In view of Theorem 1 we have to show only that a,, > 0 and the 
expression (18) is negative. Before proceeding, we rewrite the conditions of 
the theorem according to the notation introduced in Section 2. Thus, we get 
1 - 3yb - 3y&b2 > 0, 1 - yb - 2ys2b3 > 0. (20’) 
Conditions (20’), clearly, imply that a, > 0 and 
1 - 2yb > 0, (21) 
1 - yb - 2yEb2 > 0. (22) 
We turn now to (18) which is negative if @ is negative. By manipulations 
we can write @ in the following form 
@J = -(( 1 - yb)yb/ew’) Q1, 
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@, = &02[(1 - yb) @* + 2yZ&*b3(1 + 2&b)(l- 2yb) 
+ 273&3b5(1 + 2&b) t 2$&3b4(1 - yb - 2yeb2)] 
+ yZ~Zb2(1 - yb)[(l - yb)(l - 2yb) t 2y~b*(l - yb - 2ycb*)], 
Q2 = 2y( 1 t 2eb)( 1 - yb) - 2yeb( 1 - 2yb)( 1 t 2&b) - 4y2c2b3( 1 t 2&b) 
+ ~(1 - yb)( 1 - 2yb) + yc*b*( 1 - 2yb) + 2ye2b2( 1 - yb - 2yeb*) 
= ~(1 - 2yb)(l - 3yb - 3ycb2) t 2y(l t 2eb)(l - yb - 2ys2b3) 
+ 2yc2b2(1 - yb - 2yeb’). 
di is negative if and only if Q1 is positive. In view of (21) and (22) if Q2 is 
positive then Gp, is positive too. But Q2 is positive by (20’), (21), and (22), 
and this proves the theorem. 
Conditions (20’) are restrictive but it is easy to check their validity. They 
determine a very simple connected, open, and unbounded domain in the 
positive quadrant of the eb, yb plane which is easy to sketch. 
It is worth to be noted that the rate of predation per predator a > 0 does 
not enter into the conditions of stability. This is, obviously, the consequence 
of the possibility of introducing aP as a new variable into (3) to replace P 
without any change whatsoever in the system. 
Note that according to the Hopf bifurcation theorem the period of the 
bifurcating periodic solutions in the original time t is approximately 
2x(ys( 1 - y/K/l - y&/I@*)) 1’2. 
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